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to Candidates:

Section - A is Compulsory.
Attcmpt any Four questions

Attcmpt any Two questions

from Section - B.

from Section - C.

Section - A

(10x2
.) Explain elliptical trammel.

b) What are the conditions for Coriolis acceleration?

c) ExplainAckermann steering mechanism.

d) What is idle pulley?

c) What is pressure angle of cam?

0 What is the difference between brake and dynamometer?

g) What is the difference between flywheel and govemor?

h) What is the difference between Watt and Porter govemor?

) Prove that a Porter govemor can not be isochronous.

.D Explain power of governor.
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Section - B

(4x5:291
Q2) Narnevaious inversions of single slider crank chain. Explain any one.

Q3l Design a patograph for an indicator to be used to obtain the indicator diagmm
ofan engine. The distance between the fixed point and the tracing point is 160
mm. The indicator diagram should be four times the gas p..r.u." inside the
cylinder ofthe engine.

Q4) An open belt drive running at 2.5 m/sec u-ansmits 2.5 kw. The angle of lap on the
smaller pulley is 165" and coefficient of friction between belt and pulley being 0.30.
Determine the effect on power tansmission ifinitial tension is increased by l0olo"

Q5) For a cam follower system shown in Fig - 1, draw the displacement diagram
for the follower and cam profile.
Motion ofthe follower is as follows: Rise through 20o in 90o cam rotation in
s. H. M, dwell in 90" cam rotation, s.H.M fall in 90" cam rotation, dwell
during 90o cam rotation. IfN:2500 rpm, find the maximum angular velocity
and angular acceleration ofthe pivoted follower.

LOv*vw
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Q6) ln.a laboratory experiment, the following were recorded with rope brake:
Diameter offlywheel 1.25 m, diameter ofrope 12 mm, dead load on the brake
800 N, spring load 200 N and the engine speed 240 r.p.m. Determine the
brake power ofthe engine.
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Se+tion - C

In a snring 
-controlled 

go^u."Io. mass of e-ach govemo , b,,l:::T:3moves radially under the action of a .ont.otting'forc" f = a * br where .r, istte ball path radius. Ifthe speed range is 42.5 io 7+ *azr"", and con:espondingralues of r are 12.3g cm and l3.l im. Oi"i, ,i" *fues of .a, and .b,. Findthe equilibrium speed in radlsec n r = lZ,.i 
"^'.-' 

-

Fmd the velocity of link 4 of the scotch yoke mechanism in Fig _ 2. Angularryeed of link 2 is 200 radlsec counter clockwise, Orp = 40 mm.

r{z
Two stroke engine with a mean speed of 400 rpm. coupred to a machinepoduces a torque of ( I g00 +. I g0 sin3 0 ) N _ rn, 0 b.ing th. crank angle. Theftywheel attached to the engine has a mass oi:SO tg at a radius of 220 mm.C-alculate

(a) Enginepower.

(b) Total fluctuation of flywheel speed when resisting torque is(1800+80sing)N-m.
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